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Export-led growth has been important in East Asia. It is therefore of
great importance that the international trading system allows the free flow of
goods in order to promote the growth of regional economy.
After the Second World War, plans were drawn up for an
International Trade Organization (ITO) to set rules for international trade. Fifty
three government drew up and signed a charter at Havana in Cuba for
establishing this organization, which would serve as the counterpart in the
field of trade to the International Monetary Fund (lMF) and the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank). This trio was
considered essential for sustained growth of the global economy. However,
whereas the IMF and the IBRD were set up in 1944, the ITO charter faced
heavy opposition; when the US Congress declined to approve the ITO, it was
dropped. The demise of the ITO, however, did not eliminate the need for an
international organization to deal with negotiations for reducing tariff and
non-tariff barriers to international trade. Twenty three nations agreed to
continue extensive negotiations for trade and tariff concessions at Geneva.
These were incorporated in a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATI),
signed in October 1947, which came into effect in January 1948. From this
unlikely beginning, GATT emerged as a less ambitious counterpart to the IMF
and the IBRD. So far, 117 nations have sizned the GATT multilateral treaty as~ .,
contracting parties.
GATT has provided a permanent platform for reducing trade barriers.
The fundamental objective of GATT is to achieve freer trade through
reduction in tariff and non-tariff barriers on the basis of non-discrimination ,
reciprocity and national treatment. It also provides for safeguards against
unexpected situations, binding tariff levels among member countries and
establishing a framework for resolving disputes among members over its rules,
e.g. over dumping, etc. The GATT has so far successfully concluded se~n
"
rounds of trade negotiations.
1. Geneva in 1947. The 23 countries ih.n [oundcd the GATT decided 10
exchange .tS.OOOtariff concessions. worth L'SSIO billion .
.~ Annecy (France) in 1949. The 13 cournrics part~clp~ting in this round
proposed 5.000 additional tariff reductions.
3. Torquay (Britain) in 1950-51. The 38 countries involved adopted
8.700 tariff reductions. equivalent to 25 percent of the 1948 level.
4. Geneva in the 1955-56. The 26 participating countries decided to further
cut customs tariffs worth US$2.5 billion.
5. The Dillon Round. held in Geneva in 1960-62. The 26 participating
countries decided to cut customs tariffs on 4.400 items, worth equivalent
to US$4.9 billion.
6. The Kennedy Round, in Geneva in 1964-67. Signed by 50 participating
countries, accounting for 75 percent of world trade, for the first time, it cut
tariffs by whole sectors instead of by product. Aiming for a 50 percent
tariff cuts target . It achieved cuts of about US$40 billion.
7. The Tokyo Round, began in 1973 in Tokyo and ended in 1979 in Geneva.
The 99 participating countries (included many newly independent
developing countries) decided on tariff reductions, averaging 20 to 30
percent covering USS300 billion in trade. and signed agreements on
subsidies, technical barriers to trade, government procurement, meat, dairy
products and civil aircraft. It also signed the Multifibre Arrangement
(MFA) in 1974 to liberalize textile exports.
The Uruguay Round was the eighth and most comprehensive round
in the series of GATT multilateral trade negotiations. It started at Punta Del
Este (Uruguay) in 1986, originally involving 107 countries, which
subsequently increased to 117. Besides tariff reduction, the main aim of the
earlier seven rounds, this round has also dealt with new issues like agriculture,
services, intellectual property and foreign investment. Tortuous negotiations
continued for seven years. Agriculture proved to be the stumbling block as it
is highly protected in most developed countries. especially in the European
Union (EU), with its Common Agricultural Policy. Any significant
restructuring in this sector would face strong political opposition from
shrinking, but still politically influential populations engaged in agriculture
although agricultural subsidies cost governments US$200 billion. Similarly,
many developing countries had strong misgivings on proposal for a free trade
in services. Even the United States - which had pushed this issue very
strongly in earlier negotiations, as it has a significant favourable balance in its
international trade in services - become cautious about freeing trade in
shipping and banking. Some developing countries also had serious
reservations on protection of intellectual property as they fear that it would
· de lay the transfer of technology from developed to developing counines. The
trade related investment measures (TRIMS) were also suspected to favour
multinational corporations. which want internationally guaranteed 'universal
treatment' for their activities around the globe.
With many complex issues and I 17 players. negotiations were very
difficult and were on the point of collapse on a number of occasions. The
main players were the USA. the EC (now EU). Japan and the Cairns group of
agricultural product exporting countries. Arther Dunkel. former Director
General of GAIT. presented the text of a draft treaty in 1992, but it was not
accepted by all the major trading partners. He was replaced by Peter
Sutherland. an Irishman, who succeeded in getting the agreement before
deadline of 15th December 1993, set by the US Congress for fast track
., legislation, with fast track meaning that the treaty would be approved in toto.
If this deadliqe had expired, the prospect of the Uruguay Round being
successfully completed would have become very remote, and the international
trade regime - which was being subjected to many non-GATT sanctioned
measures - would have become untenable, leading to contraction of
international trade and global GDP. Year 1994 started with new expectations
international trade as the Uruguay Round reached far-reaching agreements on
many contentious issues: Some provisions of the Uruguay Round Agreement
Malaysia are viewed below.
Agreement on Agriculture
Over the years non-tariff border measures have been converted into
tariffs that provide substantially the same level of protection. Tariffs resulting
from this "tariffication" process, as well as other tariffs on agricultural
products, are to be reduced by an average of 36 per cent in the case of
developed countries and by 24 per cent in the case of developing countries,
with minimum reductions for each tariff line being required. Reductions are to
be undertaken over six years in the case of developed countries and over ten
years in the case of developing countries. The least developed countries are
not required to reduce their tariffs.
The tariffication package also provides for the maintenance of current
access opportunities and the establishment of minimum access tariff quotas (at
reduced tariff rates), where current access is less than 3 per cent of domestic
consumption. These minimum access tariff quotas are to be expanded to 5 per
cent over the implementation period. In the case of "tariffied" products,
"special safeguard" provisions will allow additional duties to be applied in
case shipments at prices denominated in domestic currencies fall below a
certain reference level. or in case of a surge of imports. The trigger in the
safeguard for import surges depends on the "import penetration" currently
existing in the market. i.e. where imports currently make up a large proportion
of consumption. the import surge required to trigger the special safeguard
action is lower.
Domestic support subsidies have been recalculated into an index
termed the aggregate measure of support (AMS). The total .-\MS covers all
support provided on either a product specific or a non-product specific basis
that does not qualify for exemption. and is to be reduced by ~Oper cent (13.3
per cent for developing countries. with no reduction for the least developed
countries) during the implementation period.
Reduction of Tariffs
\
Tariffs on industrial goods will fall by an average of 40%. Some
goods, such as East Asian high tech products, will benefit from duty cuts of
50% to 70% . There will be total elimination of tariffs and quotas among
industries on eleven items covering furniture, etc.
Textiles
The object of the negotiations has been to secure the eventual
integration of the textiles and clothing sector - where much of the trade is
currently subject to bilateral quotas negotiated under the Multifibre
Arrangement (MFA) - into the GATT on the basis of strengthened GAIT rules
and.disciplines, over a period of ten years, after which there will be no quotas
on textiles, and the MFA will cease to exist.
All the MFA restrictions in place on 31 December 1994 will be carried
over into the new agreement and maintained until the restrictions are removed
or the products integrated into GATT. For all products remaining under
restraint, the agreement lays down a formula for increasing existing growth
rates. Thus, during Stage 1, and for each restriction under the MFA bilateral
agreement in force for 1994, annual growth should be not less than 16 per
cent higher than the growth rate established for the previous MFA
restrictions. For Stage 2 (1998 to 2001 inclusive), annual growth rates should
be 25 per cent higher than the Stage I rates. For Stage- ~ I :00: to 2004
ir.c lusive ), annual growth rates should he 27 per cent higher than the Stage 2
ra: e s.
The agreement includes provisions to cope with possible
c.rcurnvention of commitments through trans-shipment. re-routing, false
dec laration concerning country or place of origin and falsification of official
documents.
Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMs)
The agreement recognizes that certain investment measures restrict
and distort trade. It provides that no contracting party shall apply any TRIMs
inconsistent with Articles III (national treatment) and XI (prohibition of
cuantitative restrictions) of the GATI. To this end, an illustrative list of TRIMs'. \
. agreed to be inconsistent with these articles was appended to the agreement.
The Jist includes measures which require particular levels of local procurement
oy an enterprise ("local content requirements"), or which restrict the volume or
value of imports which an enterprise can purchase or use to an amount related
to the level of products it exports ("trade balancing requirements").
The agreement requires mandatory notification of all non-conforming
TRlMs and their elimination within two years for developed countries, within
five years for developing countries and within seven years for the least
developed countries. It establishes a Committee on TRIMs which will, among
other things, monitor the implementation of these commitments. The
agreement also provides for consideration, at a later date, oi whether it should
be more broadly complemented with provisions on investment and
competition policy.
Anti-Dumping Agreement
Article VI of the GATT provides for the right of contracting parties to
apply anti-dumping measures, i.e. measures against imports of a product at an
export price below its "normal value" (usually the price of the product in the
domestic market of the exporting country) if such dumped imports cause
injury to a domestic industry in the territory of the importing contracting
party. More detailed rules governing the application of such measures are
currently provided in an Anti-Dumping Agreement concluded at the end of
the Tokyo Round.
In particular, the revised Agreement provides greater clarity and more
..
.lctailcd rules for detcrmining that J product i~ Jumped. the critcr ia for
Jcrerrnining that dumped imports ~.1U~1! injury to a domestic industry. the
procedures to be [o llowe d in initiating and conducting anti-dumping
investigations, and the implementation and duration of anti-dumping
measures. In addition. the new agreement clarifies the role of dispute
settlement panels in disputes relating to anti-dumping actions taken by
domestic authorities.
Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
.The agreement establishes three categories of subsidies. First, it deems
the following subsidies to be "prohibited": those contingent, in law or in fact,
whether solely or as one of several other conditions, upon export
performance; and those contingent. whether solely or as one of several other
c_onditions. upon tj1e use of domestic over imported goods.
The second category is "actionable" subsidies. The agreement
stipulates that no member should cause, through the use of subsidies. adverse
effects to the interests of other signatories, i.e. injury to the domestic industry
of another signatory. nullification or impairment of benefits accruing directly
or indirectly to other signatories under the General Agreement (in particular
the benefits of bound tariff concessions). and serious prejudice to the interests
of another member. Serious prejudice shall be presumed to exist for certain
subsidies, including when the total ad valorem subsidization of a product
exceeds 5 per cent. In such a situation, the burden of proof is on the
subsidizing member to show that the subsidies in question do not cause
serious prejudice to the complaining member.
The third category involves non-actionable subsidies, which could
either be non-specific subsidies, or specific subsidies involving assistance to
industrial research and pre-competitive development activity assistance to
disadvantaged regions, or certain types of assistance for adapting existing
facilities to new environmental requirements imposed by law and/or
regulations.
Countervailing investigations shall be terminated immediately in cases
where the amount of a subsidy is de minimis (the subsidy is less than 1 per
cent ad valorem) or where the volume of subsidized imports, actual or
potential, or the injury, is negligible.
The Services Agreement. which forms part of the Final Act. has three
~.Jrts. Part I of the basic agreement d..~fines its scope specifically. to cover
...ervices supplied from the territory of one party to the territory of another;
...ervices supplied in the territory of one party to the consumers of any other
:-or example, tourism); services provided through the presence of service -
p roviding entities of one party in the territory of any other (for example,
banking): and services provided by nationals of one party in the territory of
any other (for example. construction projects or consultancies).
Part II sets out general obligations and disciplines. A basic most-
:'avoured-nation (MFN) obligation states that each party "shall accord
':mmediately and unconditionally to services and service providers of any
,-:'lher party, treatment no less favourable than that it accords to like services
and service providers of any other country". However, it is recognized that
'\lFN treatment may not be possible for every service activity and, therefore, it
:5 envisaged that parties may indicate specific MFN exemptions. Conditions
for such exemptions are included as an annex and provide for reviews after
five years and a normal limitation of 10 years on their duration.
The agreement contains for both provisions, general exceptions and
security exceptions which are similar to Article XX and XXI of the GATT. It
also envisages negotiations with a view to the development of curbs on trade
distorting subsidies in the services area.
Part III contains provisions on access and national treatment which
would not be general obligations, but would be commitments made in national
schedules. Thus, in the case of market access, each party "shall accord services
and service providers of other parties treatment no less favourable than that
provided for under the terms, limitations and conditions agreed and specified
in its schedule". The intention of the market access provision is to
progressi vely eliminate the following types of measures: limitations on
numbers of service providers, on the total value of service transactions or on
the total number of service operations or people employed. Equally,
restrictions on the kind of legal entity or joint venture through which a
service is provided or any foreign capital limitations relating to maximum
levels of foreign participation are to be progressively eliminated.
Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPs) including Trade jn Counterfeit Goods
The agreement rccog mscs that Wilkly varying standards in the
protection and t:nforcemcnt of intellectual property rights and the lack of a
multilateral framework of prim:ipJes. rules and Jisciplines dealing with the
international trade in counterfeit goods have been growing sources of
tension in international economic relations. To cope with these tensions. the
agreement addresses the Jpplicability of basic GATT principles and of relevant
international intellectual property agreements: the provision of adequate
intellectual property rights: the provision of effective enforcement measures
for these rights; the provision of effective enforcement measures for these
rights; multilateral dispute settlement; and transitional arrangements.
Part I of the agreement sets out general provisions and basic
principles, notably a national treatment commitment under which the
.nationals of other parties must be given treatment no less favourable than that
accorded to a party's own nationals with regard to the protection of
'intellectual property. It also contains a most-favoured-nation clause. a novelty
in an international intellectual property agreement. under which any
advantage a party gives to the nationals of another must be extended
immediately and unconditionally to the nationals of all other parties. even if
such treatment is more favourable than that which it gives to its own
nationals.
Part II addresses each intellectual property right in succession. With
respect to copyright. parties are required to comply with the substantive
provisions of the latest version (Paris 1971) of the Berne Convention for the
protection of literary and artistic works. though they will not be obliged to
protect moral rights. as stipulated in Article 6b of that Convention.
With respect to trademarks and service marks. the agreement defines
what types of signs must be eligible for protection as a trademark or service
mark, and what the minimum rights conferred on their owners must be. Marks
that have become well-known in a particular country shall enjoy additional
protection. In addition, the agreement lays down a number of obligations with
regard to the use of trademarks and service marks, their terms of protection.
and their licensing or assignment. For example. requirements that foreign
marks be .used in conjunction with local marks would. as a general rule. be
prohibited,
Industrial designs are also protected under the agreement for a period
of 10 years. Owners of protected designs would be able to prevent the
manufacture, sale or importation of articles bearing or embodying a design
5
which is J copy of the protected design .
.As regards patents, there is a general oblignuon to comply with the
substantive provisions of the Paris Convention t 1967), In addition. the
agreement requires that :W year patent protection be available for all
Inventions. whether of products or processes. in almost all fields of
technology. Inventions may be excluded from patentability iitheir commercial
exploitation is prohibited for reasons of public order or morality; otherwise,
the permitted exclusions are for diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods,
and for plants and (other than micro-organisms) animals. and essentially
biological processes for the production of plants or animals (other than
microbiological processes). Plant varieties, however, must be protectable either
.:by patents or by a sui generis . Detailed conditions are laid down for
compulsory licensing or governmental use of patents without the
. authorization of the patent owner. Copyrights have been protected for fifty
years.
Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of
Disputes
The dispute settlement system of the GATT is generally considered to
be one of the cornerstones of the multilateral trade order. The system has
already been strengthened and streamlined as a result of reforms agreed upon
following the Mid-Term Review Ministerial Meeting held in Montreal in
December 1988. Disputes currently being dealt with by the Council are
subject to these new rules, which include greater automaticity in decisions on
the establishment, terms of reference and composition of panels, such that
these decisions are no longer dependent upon the consent of the parties to a
dispute. The Uruguay Round Understanding on Rules and Procedures
Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU) will further strengthen the
existing system significantly, extending the greater automaticity agreed to in
the Mid-Term Review to the adoption of the panels and a new Appellate
Body's findings. Moreover, the DSU will establish an integrated system
permitting MTO Members to base their claims on any of the multilateral trade
agreements included in the annexes to the Agreement establishing the World
Trade Organization (WTO).
Settin~ up of the WTQ
GATT's legal status and enforcing powers were very weak, and
international trade was riddled with numerous exceptions like VER, OMA, etc.
6
~L:)fco\'er powerful traders like the CSA had "pl.'cial 1.1\\ s. like Super )01.
under which they could impose di:-.criminatory tariffs or quotas. All these
distortions will become more difficult with :l kgilily powerful successor
institution . a World Trade Or\.!aniz:.ltion, as envisaued more than four decades- ~ .
ago at Havana. The signatories to its charter will no longer be contracting
parties to GAIT. but members 01' the \VTO.
IMPACT ON THE MAL.-\YSIAN ECONOMY
As an early signatory to the GATT and WTO. Malaysia is throwing
open its doors to more imports while hoping to gain from the significantly
greater market access provided for in the Uruguay Round. International
Trade and Industry Minister Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz has said that Malaysia is
satisfied with the outcome of the GATT talks, calling it 'a good starting point
for future international trade', and has estimated the gains for Malaysia in
terms of a 45 per cent (weighted average) tariff reduction in its major markets,
which would benefit the country's manufactured exports. In particular, the
United States has offered tariff cuts of 53.0 per cent to Malaysia, compared to
the following reductions by other countries: EU 35.0 percent, Japan 83.6
percent, Canada 48.5 percent, Australia 43.1 percent, New Zealand 68.0
percent, South Korea 57.0 percent, Sweden 23.0 percent, Switzerland 36.0
percent, Brazil 51.2 per cent, Chile 28.6 per cent and Thailand 15.1 per cent
ITable 1).
Trade Liberalization
Malaysia has offered to reduce tariffs on 7,218 items, including both
industrial and agricultural products covering 79 per cent or RMSO.l billion
worth of imports in 1992 (Business Times.17·12·1993). The offers will
increase the scope of bindings of Malaysia's tariff lines from just one per cent
pre-Uruguay Round to 65 per cent. The binding of tariff lines will put a
ceiling on the rise in import duties. As a result, Malaysia's trade weighted tariff
for industrial products will be reduced to 8.9 per cent from 10.2 per cent,
which is lower than those for a number of developed countries and a large
number of developing countries.
As anticipated by the Malaysian Ministry of International Trade and
Industry, the agreement will benefit the country's exports and further boost
economic growth. But the question is. how advantageous will it be to the
country's economy. Since the Malaysian economy is already very export-
oriented , the agreement will make the economy even more to and dependent
on toreiun markets, bvTunhcr rcI.ixinc trJJL' rc sinctions. (One indicator~ . ~
normally used to measure trade libcraliz.uion is the degree of openness
[exports-eimports/Gl-P] and the implicit tariff rate. also known as the index of
trade liberalization. If the degree of openness 1110VC~ upward and the index of
trade liberalization moves downward. the economy doomed to be
liberalizing). Thus, the economy will be more susceptible to external shocks,
which adversely affect the country's economic stability. While exports will
be further enhanced. payments for imports will also increase. As shown in
Table 2. the shares of both exports and imports to the gross domestic product
(GDP) have been rising.
Terms of Trade Losses
"' If the terms of trade (TOT) for a country deteriorate' trading will favour
trade partners IT\ore. In the case of Malaysia, the terms of trade declined
'sharply in 1980s. The import price index has increased greatly, while the
export price index has worsened (Table 3), affecting the country's trade
performance significantly.
As Table 4 shows, for the period between 1960 and 1990, the volume
of exports rose 1272%, much more than the 757% increase in import volume.
However, import prices rose 231%, while export prices rose by 60%, resulting
a 52% fall in the terms-of-trade. Thus, while the amount of money obtained
from selling exports rose by 2090%, the foreign exchange needed to pay for
imports rose by much more, i.e. by 2740%. To pay for the same unit of imports
obtainable in 1960, Malaysia had to export 2.12 units of exports in 1990
because of the terms-of-trade decline. Thus, to finance the 757% rise in import
volume, export volume would have had to rise by 1672% if the 1960 trade
surplus equivalent of 23% of export value were to have been preserved. But
there was only a far lower 1272% volume increase in exports, as a result of
which the current value of exports rose far slower than the current value of
imports. Thus, there was only a small trade surplus of RM428.5 million,
equivalent to 0.53o/~ of total only export value, compared to the 23% trade
surplus in 1960. Similar trends were found for two periods, 1960-1975 and
1975-1990.
Although Malaysia gained from terms-of-trade trends in the periods
1960-1967, 1969-1970 and 1978-1979, she suffered severe trading lossess in
the other years, mainly from 1981 to 1990, when such losses rose from
RM5,266.4 million to RM30,794.0 million respectively (Table 5).
The two altcrnati\'c \.:ul1~:llI~inn~trorn the .ihuvc JrL' that: .1) J hig fall in
t!-.: terms-or-trade means that the country surra a large loss II; terms of lower
import volume or a much lower rate of real import growth, if the trade balance
position is maintained: (b) if despite a big terms-of-trade decline. the country
'.\.ants its import volume to grow at or near the same rate It as its export
\ olurne, then it will have to suffer a severe deterioration in its trade balance. In
e.ther case. the terms of trade decline seriously reduces the import-purchasing
capacity of the country's exports ti.e. the export purchasing power) and thus
greatly constrains the quantity of imports into the economy iKhor.1983:98).
These developments may have been exacerbated by the government's trade
liberalization policies dismantling trade restrictions. mainly from the mid-
: 980s.
Agricultural Markets
In line with obligations 10 the agriculture agreement. Malaysia has
offered to bind or reduce tariffs for all agricultural items by 28 per cent on a
simple average basis. To comply with the agreement. Malaysia has also
offered to convert all non-tariff measures in the agriculture sector to tariffs.
Products offered for tariffication. include wheat flour, refined sugar, chicken,
chicken wings, pork, ham, eggs, liquid milk, coffee beans and cabbages
-Business Time:!, 17-12-1993).
For agricultural products, developed countries are required to reduce
tariffs by at least 36 per cent, while for developing countries. the figure is 24
per cent. In this sector. some of Malaysia's major markets are reducing tariffs
by 35 per cent. Malaysian products which stand to benefit include palm oil,
palm oil products, cocoa products, pepper, tropical fruits, fish and fish
products. However, the reduction commitments for export subsidies and
volumes of subsidised farm exports were below Malaysia's expectations as
developed countries have been allowed ·to continue providing farm and
export subsidies. Malaysia's palm oil exports do not enjoy any subsidies at all.
The US-EC agreem~nt on agriculture gave the US an extra subsidy allowance
of 1.2 million tonnes of oil seed per year over six years which will have a
detrimental effect on Malaysian palm oil exports in the international market.
Nonetheless, the agreement is still a positive step, albeit modest, towards
reversing heavy subsidisation of the world trade in agriculture.
Manufactured Exports
Unlike agricultural exports, Malaysia probably obtained a better deal in
terms ()f il11prov~d ;.H:L'L'~:-'to murkct- tor n1JI1ULIL'tun.'J L"por". hut will pay J
heavy pr icc to he paid for this. ~1JlJysia's durncstrc trade and
mdusrr ialisation policies wi ll have to be modified to .:-~~nformwith the:
Uruguay Round :.lgreemcnts. For example, all local content requirement
measures related to investments will have to be phased Out in rive years as will
export subsidies over eight years under the Trade Related Investment
Measures (TRIMs) agreement. Suggested provisions requiring that
governments must grunt entry to intending foreign investors. and give them
equal treatment as local companies have not been included. But certain
"investment conditions" - such as requiring foreign firms to make use of
locally produced intermediJte products and raw materials (to meet a minimum
degree of "local content") - will be prohibited.
The agreement on subsidies provides that subsidies to Jomestic industry
. to encourage the use of domestic over imported must be phased out by all
developing countries, other than the least developed countries.
In Malaysia, imports of intermediate and capital goods especially
associated with foreign investment activities in the country have contributed
much to the growing import bill and trade deficit. The proportion of
investment goods in total imports increased very significantly from 25.2 per
cent in 1970 to 41.8 per cent in 1992; machinery has been a major component
of imports, accounting for 30 percent on average (Table 6). Likewise, the
proportion of intermediate goods has also increased from 35.3 per cent in
1970 to 41.2 per cent in 1992, with good for manufacturing purposes the
major component, accounting for more than 70 percent in late 1980s. This
tremendous increase of imports parallel with the inflow of direct foreign
investment (DFI), especially for export-oriented manufacturing, is indicated by
the private capital inflow trends shown in Table 7.
The impact direct foreign investment on outflows of income in terms of
profits and dividends is pointed out by Item 1. Total DFI in 1970-80 rose from
RM 10,239 million to RM49,424 million in 1981-91. whereas total income
outflows abroad in the same period increased from RM 10,924 million to
RM57,387 million and average annual net profits of foreign firms increased
from RM13,685 million in 1970-80 to RM38,571 in 1981-91. However, in
percentage terms, profits decreased, on average from 55.2 percent to 33.2
percent, respectively (Table 8). In contrast, net fixed assets of foreign firms
increased on aver age, from )-+.b percent d\~15.::-+ million I to 55 percent
I R~t20.950 million) during the "arne periods. while the re invcstrncnt rate
mcrcased in the same period from 46 percent to 50 percent on average. These
recent Jevelopments differ from the longer term trends for DF! inflow and
income outflow, resulting from the country's industrial policies. especially from
the mid-1980s.
Due to the lack of technological know-how and poor international
market access, domestic capital has not been heavily invested locally, as
clearly. shown in Table 9. Except in 1972, 1981-83 and 1993. the level of
domestic savings exceeded investments. For the period 1970-91 as a whole,
total savings amounted [0 RM399.240 million. while investments totalled
RM368,367 million. Thus. savings exceeded investments by 7.7 percent.
Measured against the GDP, the savings ratio was 30.6, percent on average,,
while the investment ratio was 27.8 percent. For the period 1970-91, the
'investment gap I was significant, averaging 2.5 percent of the GDP and 7.7
percent of total savings.
The fact that RM4,800 million of investible funds was exported by
Malaysia is interesting, but also revealing of the underlying contributory
economic factors. Table 10 shows these movements more clearly by linking
the 'investment gap' with the inflow and outflow of capital. In the 1970-91
period, savings exceeded investments by RM30,863 million, or 7.7 percent of
the value of domestic savings. Part of this excess was accounted for by the
net outflow of resources from the country (RM4,800 million, or 1.2 percent of
savings).
Our analysis shows a large outflow of investible funds out of the
country. Hence, there is an artifically-created 'shortage of capital' which
foreign capital is then asked to fill. A sum amounting to 19.1 percent of gross
investments was wIthdrawn from the economy, while long-term capital
amounting to 17.8 percent of. gross investments was injected into it.
Moreover, a further sum amounting to 7.1 percent of gross investments 1S
locally saved, but not invested.
The "two gaps" in the Malaysian economy are thus inter-dependent. As
we have seen, 7.7 percent of domestic savings was not invested during the
period 1970-1991. This is the "investment gap". On examination we find that
6.5 percent of locally retained <avings wa-, IHH invested. We: lisa find that
17.6 percent of domestic savings went abroad while an inflow of long-term
capital. amounting to 16,4 percent of domestic saving s. was used to finance
domestic investment. which gives J net outflow of investible funds amounting
to 1.2 percent of domestic savings.
It is thus clear that the constraint on investment is not due to a shortage
of domestic savings. A large proportion of it is. in fact. taken out: an even
larger proprotion, although held locally, is not invested. There is no savings
gap and no shortage of foreign exchange: the gaps if they can be called that
are due rather to low investment rates and large capital outflows (Khor, 1983:
198).There is no lack of domestically-generated savings constraining the
" growth of investment. Instead. the reverse situation exists. The economy does
not have the capacity to fullv retain and utilise domestic savings for the
\ .
. purpose of domestic investment.
Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
Another key area brought under the trade agreement for the first time is
the regulation and enforcement of intellectual property rights, protecting
copyright, trademarks, and other such proprietary claims to monopolistic rents
for development. For the South as a whole, the greatest collective loss in the
Uruguay Round is probably due to TRIPs. Most countries have exempted
agriculture, medicines and other products as well as processes from their
national patent laws, but with the passage of TRlPs, almost everything will be
subject to strict international intelectual property protection, unless explicitly
exempted in the agreement. In Third World countries that now have national
pharmaceutical industries, it is expected that the prices of medicines will rise
significantly and that foreign pharmaceuticals will make deep inroads. New
developments in biotechnology will mean new that seed types will be
patented by miernational agribusiness so that in future, small farmers may
have to buy new seeds every year instead of using their own seed. At present,
there is little patent protection in most poor countries, where people are
unable to afford expensive royalty payments. Now, Third World governments
will have to introduce laws to protect international patents and their owners,
mainly foreign TNCs.
The Malaysian government will present the requisite amendments to the
Copyright and Trademark Acts parliament in 1994. This legislation will most
pr obably benefit fore ign firms much more than ~ lalayxian firms. As shown in
T able 1 I . only 5 percent of the over 1S.OOO applications f(,:" patents in the
country since 1986 came from Malaysian manllf~(turers anc .nventors. The
largest number of :1pplic:llions carne from manufJcturers in the United SI3tCS.
who accounted for 38 percent of total applicJtions in 19Q~. followed by
Japan. the United Kingdom and Germany. TRIPs will enable .oreign firms to
penetrate and dominate global more easily.
Multifibre Arrangement
Besides agricultural products, textiles. clothing .111dapparel are
among the most sensitive items world trade. After the developing countries
gained some headway in the sector. industrialised countries brought the
r:natter to GAIT and in 1974 introduced the Multifibre Arrangement (MFA),
which places quotas on Third World exports of textiles and clothing to the
North. The MFA \vas originally conceived as a "temporary measure" enabling
industrial countries to adjust to the competitiveness of Third World imports.
Current trade in textiles and clothing is under MFA IV, signed in June 1986.
In the new Uruguay Round accord. the MFA will be phased out within ten
years by 2006. This could affect Malaysian exports of texti.es and clothing,
with Malaysia losing markets, mainly in the industralised countries, since the
item is the second most important sub-sector in the manufacturing sector and
the second largest contributor to Malaysia's manufactured exports. So far
textile exports from Malaysia have gained from the quota system under the
~tFA. Exports of these products have increased tremendously from RM31.7
million in 1970 to RMS06.3 million in 1980 and RM6, 742 million in 1992. The
United States of America, the European Union and Canada- which regulate
their textile and clothing imports under the (MFA) through bilateral textile
agreements with exporting countries . account for almost 70 percent of
Malaysia's textile market (MITI, Annual Report 1993: 48). Exports to major
non-quota markets - such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan were valued at
RM 1,160 million in 1993, or 17.2 percent of total exports of textiles and
clothing. Malaysia's textile industry is very dependent on exports, particularly
in the MFA.protected markets. Currently, Malaysia has five bilateral textile
agreements, with the USA, EU, Canada, Norway and Finland. Thus, after the
:\1FA is phased out by the year 2006, the export markets for multifibre will be
more competitive. Since Malaysian textile exports currently depend largely on
foreign import quotas, she might no longer be able to compete with lower
cost producers.
Q~ocral A~reemem 00 Trade in S,!'\'b:es (GATS)
.:
In services. Malaysia is comrniued to opening up 64 sectors and sub-
sectors to foreign particip<llion. It is also committed to tunher liberalising the
sec lor progressively. commensurate with the level of the country's economic
deve loprnent- However. opening lip the services sector to foreign
participation will adversely affect Malaysia's current account position. For
example. the country's continuing rapid economic expansion in 1993
involved to a deterioration in the services account of the balance of
payments. The services deficit rose by 10.9 per cent to RM 14.4 billion in
1993. compared with a slight decline of 0.8 per cent in the previous year.
Gross service payments rose by 8.0 per cent to RM33.4 billion in 1993 (4.2
per cent in 1992), while gross receipts grew moderately by 6.0 per cent to
RM 19 billion (8.1 per cent in 1992) (Bank Negara, 1993: 305). Of the total
increase in service payments of RM2.5 billion, almost 34 per cent was due to
outflows for freight and insurance, mainly ref1ecting higher exports and
import requirements in line with sustained strong economic expansion.
Malaysia has been a victim of rising freight costs. In Table 12, net
payments for freight and insurance services are compared with merchandise
exports for the period 1970·1992 to determine the extent of foreign exchange
losses on this account. Freight and insurance payments have been rapidly
rising from an average RM788 million in 1970-80 to RM2591 million in 1981-
92. This is partly due to the rising volume and value of trade, but is also partly
attributable to rising freight and. insurance rates. Export values rose by over
twenty times from RM5020 million in 1970 to RMl 01,246 million in 1992.
Malaysia has offered to bind nearly all financial services to underscore
its commitment to GATT. Malaysia's offers were based on a 'standstill' of
current policy, which means binding existing rules and regulations. Market
access will be based on "national treatment" basis, except for branching and
loans to non-resident companies. Malaysia's offer is significant, given the
already high foreign presence in the financial sector. For example, almost half
the entire trade financing business is handled by foreign banks based in
Malaysia, while the foreign share in insurance is even more dominant. In the
banking sector, of the 37 commercial banks operating in Malaysia, 16 are
foreign banks, while 4 out of 41 finance companies are 100 per cent foreign
owned. In addition, foreigners have equity participation in 12 domestic
banks, 7 finance companies and one merchant bank. Foreigners' share of net
working funds/paid-up capital of the banking system was RM7.1 billion. or
17
5('.9 per cent. at the end or' 19Y_'. F()rl'i~n(!r~ accounted Ior R\161.7 billion. or 1
](1 per cent 01 total deposits mobilised by the banking s~stern. R~t51.1 billion,
or ':;0 per cent of total loans. .ind R\16.3 billion or ~6 per cent of total trade
financing (Bank Negara, 1993: 18~1.
In insurance. there are ten 100 per cent foreign owned companies.
while an other eight have foreign equity exceeding 50 per cent. Foreign
equity ownership amounted to RM530.6 million. or ~4A per cent of the
capital funds of the industry. Foreign companies account for RM2.41 billion,
or 39.5 per cent of gross premiums and RM7.52 billion. or 51.8 per cent of
total assets (Bank Negara, 1993: 184). In the securities industry, foreigners
have interests in 11 of the 59 stockbroking firms (Bank Negara, 1993: 184).
On 6 September 1994, Malaysia formally ratified the establishment of the
World Trade Organization (WTO), which will replace the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) by January 1, 1995. To date, there are 24
\
countries (including Malaysia) which have agreed to the WTO's
establishment, and surprisingly, all the countries are developing nations, the
countries include Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belize, Central African
Republic, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Gabon, Greece. Guinea Bisau, Guyana,
Kuwait, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius. Mexico, Morroco, Narnbia, Qatar, Sri
Lanka, Surinam, Uganda and Zambia. It seems that the developing countries
have shown greater commitment to positively contributing towards global
trade liberalization efforts, and to strengthening the multilateral trading
system. Meanwhile the industrialized countries, the United States, the
European Union and Japan, which together account for two-thirds of total
worid trade - have not yet ratified the Uruguay Round agreement.
The developed countries are again holding the rest of the world to
ransom by not ratifying the WTO pact on time. This might be because of
negotiations in four unresolved areas, namely financial services, maritime
transport , basic telecommunications and labour standards as the developed
nations seem to be demanding too much from the developing countries in
these areas. These- sec~ors represent perhaps 10 percent of total cross-border
trade in commercial services worth more than US$l,OOO billion in 1993, and
much more when business by foreign subsidiaries is taken into account
-Business Times; 23 August 1994).
The other source of delay, led by the US and France. involves the call
for the inclusion of social clauses such - as a minimum wage rate and human
rights issues - in the framework of the WTO. Although the US has said that a
~Iobi.ll minimum wage IS not part LIt" the social clause ag enda. it is keen to [)
introduce. certain international labour standards JS pan of the agenda. This
proposal has been vehemently opposed by the developing world on the basis
that the developing countries do not have the advantages of technology.
capital, large domestic markets as well as management and marketing know-
how. The major advantage that developing countries have is their relatively
lower labour costs. The move to link international labour standards with trade
will be tantamount to removing one the comparative advantage that
developing countries enjoy.
If all goes well, the WTO will come into being on Ist January 1995, it will
be more powerful than GATT in supervising the new trade order. However, no
international institution can enforce its rules if its most powerful members flout
them. Thus, the United States and Europe can emasculate the WTO if they
'choose. This is a threat to developing countries' sovereignty both politically
or economicallv.iand not surprisingly, the establishment of WTO is identified. .
with the down of a new era of colonisation.
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TABLB 2
~alaysla:Shares of Exports and Imports to Gress Domestic Product




































































































































































Source: Mohamed Aslam,'Tariff Reductions and Trade Performance:A




Malaysia: Terms of Trade, 1960-1990 (1980=100)
v &xport Price tnjex IJIt:;Iort Price IIXiex TeI'llBof Trade.ear
1960 50.97 35.64 1.43
1961 40.78 35.64 1.14
1962 40.78 34.95 1.17
1963 39.81 35.64 1.12
:964 40.78 35.99 1.13
1965 42.72 35.64 1.20
:966 40.78 36.33 1.12
:967 37.38 35.64 1.05
1968 35.44 37.02 0.96
1969 40.78 37.37 1.09
1970 39.32 37.37 1.05
1971 36.41 40.14 0.91
1972 34.47 41.87 0.82
1973 44.66 48.44 0.92
1974' 59.71 68.86 0.87
1975 51.94 73.01 0.71
1976. 62'.62 74.05 0.851977 73.30 75.78 0.97
1978 78.64 77.85 1.01
1979 90.78 83.39 1.09
1980 100.00 100.00 1.00
1981 93.69 U4.53 0.82
1982' 83.98 U3.84 0.741983 88.83 109.00 0.81
1984 89.01 105.88 0.85
1985 83.01 104.84 0.79
1986 68.45 100.69 0.681987 78.16 101.38 0.77
1988 83.01 108.30 0.77
1989 91.64 US.20 0.80
1990 81.35 US.10 0.69
Source: Mohamed )..slam, Tariff ReductiODS aDd Trade PfJif0nEnC8:A C4S6 of
~ay.sia,M.Bc dissertation, University of Malaya, 1993: p.431.
6
Table 4 ,) f')
Malaysia: Terms of trade Effects on I~ an.:1 Export Chan~
:a) Changes Between 1960 and 1990
Sxparts ~
1960: current value RM3,632.6 ill RM2, 786. 4 II\i.l
Volume increase 1,271.5\ 756.&\
Price increase 59.6\ 231.4%
Value increase 2,089.9' 2,739.5%
1990: current value RM29,548 . 6 ill 009,120.1 mil
(b) Changes Bet~een 1960 and 1975
Rxports IJtP)rts
1960: CUrrent value RM3,632. 6 ill RH 2,786.4 mil
Volume increase 149.21 49.4%
Price increase 1.9~ 104.9'
Value increase 154.1' 206.1%
1975: current value RIot 9,230. 9Cmil RH8,530.4 mil
(c) Changes Between 1975 and 1990
Exports Imports
1975: current value mol 9,230. 9QIri.l RH 8,530. 40mil
Volume increase 450.3' 473.5%
Price increase 56.6% 61.8%
Value increase 761.8' 827.5'
, 1990: current value 009,548. 6 ill OO9,120.10mil
"'"




Irper ts at lIl'ortpoce l~port price ~ort l.d eIiorti
tndillq ~UD
curreat ~rices i~dn udn parehuu, It ~ODlUlt
n loIS at
har I iK'lill 11980:1.00) 11980:1.00)
~o,er :no priell tUO pneu
!U'.ill I1Hl) (.}-(5)
(1)-(3)
t960 3632.& 0.51 Q .36
100'0.& 7122.7 2157 "
1961 3238.3 Q.H 0.3.
8995.3 7898.3 1091 .0
1962 325'.& 0.41 0.35
9313.1 7'51.2 1362,9
1i63 3330. ° 0.40 o.n 9250.0 3325.0
'2S.Q
1964 3381.' 0.41 0.36
BH.2 U48.S lH5.7
1965 3782.5 0.0 o .l' 10506.' a796.5 l11Q .•
1966 3845.8 o.n 0.36 10682.8
!lao. a 1302.8
1967 3723.7 0031 0.16
10343.S 100U .1 219.5
1968 H22. S 0.35 O. J7
11142 .2 111'2.2 .. 36.7
. 1969 5063.1 0.41 0.31
13661. 4 :3661.. 133209
1m 5163.1 0.39 0.37
13954.3 13!54.3 715.6
1971 SOlS.8 , 0.36 O. '0
12542. Q 12542 .0 -13!3.s
. 1372 48S4.~ O.H 0.42
11551.1 11551.1 -2119.'
1973 7372.1 0.45 0.48
15358.5 mS8.S -1023 J
19H 101H.7 0.60 O. i9
14174. , H1H.! -2216.3
1975 9230.3 0.52 0.73
12US.1 1264S.1 -H06.S
1975 13H2.0 0.&3 0.14 18164.'
21336.5 -3171.6
1977 1(959.2 0.73 0.76
19683.2 ,0.92.1 -808.3
. ' 1978 17073.' 0.79 0.78
2118'. , 21612.5 217.1
1m BI22. a 0.91 0.33 29183,1
26611.6 2565.s
1380 28171.0 1.00 1.~o 28171.5
28171. 6 0
1981 17109.4 0.34 1.15
23573.i 288H .3 -5266. ,
1982 18108.2 0.34 1.:~ HiS6.3
33H2.1 -8805.8
1983 32171. 2 0.8! 1.09 30065.1
36&21.6 -6756.3
1984 38646.9 0.90 1.06
36459.3 m41.0 -H81.7
ms 38016.7 0.83 1.05 36206.i
ilS03.3 -9596"
1986 35318.6 0.68 1.01
lH68.! 51939.1 -16910.2
1987 45224.9 0.78 1.01
U711.1 51980.6 -13203.5
1988 55260.0 0.83 1.08 511it.1
66578.3 -1S411.6
m~ 67836.3 OJ2 1.15 58988.1 73135.1 ·14147.0
1990 B5'8.6 0.&1 1.18
67ULl '8208.1 ·301H .0
Source,: Bank ~e9ara Kalarsia. Quartelr leoDolic 3ullttin. Dece.Del !993.
7
UJU ,
M&.laY'ia:IaporU of Intar...ua~ and
I",," t:lMI"It CioOdII, l.J7O-I.H2 -2
Inve.~
tnt~U
Ya.t.r lUcb.inery Zqui~ 1Cet&l OtJMn




(') (' ) (') (' ) ('I
(\I (' ) (' )
1970 U.S 1.3.0 13.l 21.9 1079.2
62.7 37.l lSiS.l
(25.2) (35.3)
1971 43.6 S.l %1.1 27.9 1203.2
5.3.1 J6.9 15M.7
(27.3) (::16.2)
1972 31.6 17.3 19.7 24.5 1313.9
n.' 37.1 1726.5
(lO.S) (31.0)
1913 38.5 7.7 26.0 27.9 1795.1
6'.8 33.2 2333.6
(30.3) (3'.3)
1974 31.6 7.4 24.1 29.9 3300.9
59.7 40.3 3920.1
(33.') (39.6)
1975 35.7 6.0 17.9 40.' 2705.1
54.S 45.S 3521.0
(31.7) (<41.3)
19'16 31.5 9.2 19.5 39.7 3061.3
55.' 44.6 4235.6
(31.5) (43.i)
1977 32.6 7.1 20.1 40.1 3450.1
55.! 44.2 5013.1
(30.9) (44.9)
1971 3•.0 a .• 23.4 33 •• 40·u.a
60.5 39.5 625).8
(2'.6) (45.8)
197') 34.7 12.5 25.9 26.9 5129 ••
59.2 40.' 1252.6
(29.9) (41 •.\.)
1980 36.9 13.1 25.1 25.1
7030.0 57.3 42.7 U,752.0
(30.0) (50.1)
1911' 31.2 12.7 23.0 26.0
7512.7 55.! 44.9 1.3.569.5
(la.2)
(51.0)
1982 34.9 11.1 22.9 24.5
9038.0 56 ... 43.6 14,.\.68.1
(31.1) (43.6)
1983 33.5 17.0 21.2 215.3
9810.2 60.2 39.' U,919 •.\.
(31.9) (48.')
1984 33.5 12.4 19.4 3••6
10,804.1 65.' 34.2 15,633.4
(32.8) ('7.5)
1985 34.1 13.9 11.2 33.3
9481.1 "'.3 35.7 14,511.1
(31.1) (47.7)
1986 30.0 11.7 11.0 3••5
S043.2 74.: 2!.1 13,735.5
(2'.') (".2)
1987 28.8 13.6 19.4 38.2
9121. a 76.5 23.5 16,028 ••
(la.6 )
(50.2)
1988 31.4 11.2 22.3 35.0
12,814.) 7S.!. n.9 21,561.0]
(29.' ) (49.')
1.9.' 30.1 17.5 19.0 32.8
20,824.6 79.2 20.8 28,4U.0
(3•• 2) (46.7)
1990 29.8 19.5 16.8 33.9
29,65e ,2 79.0 21.0 35,904.0
(37.5) (45.4)
1991 211.8 16.6 l~.l 39.4 40,826.6
n.• 20.6 43,472.6
(40.S) (43.1)
1992 29.3 17.3 14.3 39.0
42,363.7 78.0 22.0 41,743.1
(U.')
(41.2)
Source: 3u\It Me9&.ra lCAla,..1a, QY&rtllox E~IC!Ii~ 1Y1.1.rtin,
~1'93.
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Table 9
Ita u..,.U : :s.av1nqa •I",," ~U and Groe- oa-etic P'rOdIoIC't. 1970-1" 1
(1) (2) (3) (H (5) (I) (7)
Gro.. Groe. G~ s.nnp I.m_~ SeTinrira
~c: I)oeIMt.1c: Iznou~ bUo Ilat.J.o tu.rw.




(RM''IL11) (RH''IL11) (JUi''IL11) (') (') (.'atl) (')
1970 12,510 3,027 2.467 24.2 It.7 560 1!.0
!911 12.9!S! 2,S74 2.681 22.2 20., 186 6.0
!972 14,220 2,869 3,061 20.2 21.5 -19% -7.0
:'973 '18.622 5,253 4,.L97 28.2 22.5 1.0$6 17.3
!974 22,158 6,566 6,512 28.7 :U.S 54 1.0
:"975 22,332 5,322 5,221 23.1 23.3 101 2.0
1976 2!,085 9,069 6,135 32.3 U.• 2,9" 32.0
:'917 32,340 10,.l.!4 7,586 31.4 23.5 2,561 25.0
:'978 37,886 1..2,212 10,104 32.2 26.7 2,108 17.3
:'979 46,424 17,553 13,423 37.' 2a.9 4,120 23.5
:'980 ~3,3oa 1.7,551 16,217 32.' 30.4 1,334
7.6
:"98'1 57,613 16,394 20,157 28.8 35.0 -3,563 -21.5
!981 62,599 17,904 23,338 2a.6 37.3 -5,423 -30.3
:'983 70.444 22,971 26,466 32.6 37.6 -3,495
-15.2
!954 79,550 24,215 26,697 35.5 33.6 1,511
5.4
:'985 77,470 25.343 21,367 32.7 27.6 3,976
15.7
:'986, 71,594 22.968 1',604 32.1 26.0 4,364
19.0
1987 79,'25 29,701 15.455 37.3 23.2 ll,246
37.9
1988 90,861 33,008 23,584 36.3 26.0 9,424
2a.6
:'989 101,463 34,353 29.256 33.9 28.8 5,097
14.1
:'9'0 U4,U6 36,993 37,073 32.3 32.3 -1'0
-0.2
1991 128,352 3a.740 45,759 30.2 35.7 -7,019 -18.1
Source: ~ 1(e<J&I'. K&.laya.1a, Quartaly Econoaic: BullAtin, various iM-UeII.
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Net outflows of resources









































Source: As 1n Table 9
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TULi 11
~Wl Kajor AppUeanta ,"or ,.~
::::==sa::Z22s:a::===a===tz===::===::s:::::sa::s==::====.2::=::~.:::==S=:=::2=:=~::~=
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
1992 1993 a94 Tot.al
(OCt. )
(Kay)
tnI.A 44 1,232 S80 141 912 99S 992 1.llt 477
7.091
Japan 62 US 301 331 3S1 371
301 3aI 2S7 3.o.le
OJ( 38 378 119 186 221 211
US 293 165 1,a96
-:;'r.any 17 129 U 105 160 135
126 176 71 1,000
Kalayai& 29 71 73 a. 92 106
1.S1 US 17 a91
AuatraU& 11 111 61 i2 57 " 76 10. 36 "4
Svi t:.r!..and 12 191 ,. 52 i2 64 73 72 21 611
France 6 54 70 61 79 79
U 5% 3. 550
Ta.iyan 1 16 21 39 56 90
95 128 51 4"
lfetherlanda 12 61 .7 39 55 58
73 68 32 4S2





Freight and Insurance Payments, ~ysia 1963-1992 (FM miilion)
Year
Net Payments for ExpOrts of
Freic;;b.t Insurance
freight & insurance goods (fob) as , exports
1970 304 5020 6.1
1971 322 4884 6.6
1972 309 4736 6.5
1973 420 7263 5.8
1974 714 10022 7.1
1975 621 9057 6.91976 . 726 13330 5.4
1977 883 14861 5.9
1978 1072 16925 6.3
1979 1362 23977 5.7





.1983 \ 2132 31762
6.7

















Source: Bank Negara Malaysia,
Quartely Economic Bulletin,various
issues
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